CUSTOMER:

Atkins Global

CONTACT:

Lisbeth Woods / Vaughan Bridges

PROJECT DATES:

October 2014 – January 2015

PROJECT VALUE:

£400k

PROJECT DETAILS
Atkins are one of the world’s most respected design,
engineering and project management consultancies.
Prestige Interiors carried out refurbishment works which
included a tea point, server rooms, partitioning and M&E
to facilitate their move from various locations to one site.

CLIENT STATEMENT
This is the first time I have worked with Prestige Interiors and overall
it was a very good experience. This project involved working within an
occupied multi tenanted office block / site on a floor plate of 9,500sqft
and carrying out the following works;
Category B Works including demolition of existing meeting rooms and removal of existing kitchen and floor coverings. Formation
of new compartmentalised office/meeting rooms, service hub and a kitchenette/cafe area. Adaptation of existing M&E
installation including supplemental M&E services, New IT installation, new floor coverings, alterations to existing ceiling and
redecoration.
As a company I have found Prestige Interiors to be appreciative of the environments in which they work and sensitive to the
continued working arrangements of the clients who are still occupying the premises. As a company and the team associated
with this project, under Patrick Corrigan’s guidance, went out of their way to ensure that the project was kept on programme
despite any difficulties working within these exacting circumstances and client requests for change.
The staff are very proactive, from the directors to the site personnel, and will always offer solutions to problems encountered on
site rather than waiting for others to make decisions. Their tender submissions are comprehensive, the quality of work is first
rate, their settlement of final accounts is swift, and they are not a claims conscious company.
Overall, working with Prestige Interiors has been a pleasure in this modern world of contracting and I would have no hesitation
in working with them again on future projects and recommending them to others for inclusion on tender lists.
Vaughan Bridges
Senior Project Manager

